HIGH-END AUDIO PRODUCTS

Kharma Butterfly

®

Compact high performance audio system

MATRIX COLLECTION

The new Kharma Butterfly

®

Designed for those who demand a compact system
alongside incredible performance
For over 25 years Kharma is known for its craftsmanship, unmatchable
audio quality, innovation and design. This passion for the perfect music
representation always has been realized in elegant and high quality
finished loudspeaker designs, but never before we reproduced this refined audio quality in such a compact design.
Kharma proudly presents an unique combination of satellite speakers and a
powerful subwoofer, called the Kharma Butterfly system. Despite the compact
design, this new system will amaze many while listening to it for the first time.
This as a result of many years of experience in the top of the High-End audio
market and months of engineering on each detail.
The Butterfly Satellite speakers will give a refined music representation, while
the Butterfly Subwoofer adds low bass to deliver an impressive experience.
This true musical journey can easily be integrated in any domestic
environment, because we made it possible to have an aesthetic stand option
to place the Satellite speakers on the floor, any bookshelves or dressoir,
the wall or the ceiling. Adding pure audio and visual pleasure as a core
value to your life.

Butterfly Speaker
Our goal was the creation of a fresh new lifestyle audio product.
Because we believe a refined music representation will enrich your life.
We have challenged nature to be able to create a Satellite speaker that
sounds refined, but accepts a modest sized cabinet. The backbone of the
solution is the use of high-quality materials and clever engineering.
With a high-gloss painted finish, the aluminum enclosure realizes a perfect
match with amongst others the in-house developed composite cone
used for the midrange section.

Butterfly Subwoofer
As bass is essential to bring music alive, we’ve created a modest sized
subwoofer that complies with this need and at the same time has the
intelligence and power to control the whole Butterfly system. As the Butterfly
system is all about combining design and performance, we’ve hidden a lot
of technology in the Butterfly Subwoofer. The amplification for the Subwoofer
and for up to four Satellites is integrated in the aluminum enclosure of the
Subwoofer. Moreover, 4 different modes make it possible to adjust the
performance to your needs. How you want to control your music
is all up to you. You have the freedom to plug in any volume controlled
device like your mobile, computer, pre-amplifier or streaming device,
directly into the Subwoofer.

Stylish mounting solutions for every room
Each decorated room has its own unique style, acoustic properties and dimensional drawbacks, but though there is always the strong desire to
experience music in the room as it is intended. By offering several stand options the Kharma Butterfly system easily blends in every living room,
suiting every desire of detailed sound representation.

Deskstand
Plug-and-play
Easy to place on bookshelves,
dressoirs or in open closets.
Speaker can be tilted in the vertical plane

Floorstand
Plug-and-play
Minimal soundwave diffractions by
freestanding nature, Speaker can be
tilted in the vertical plane

Wallmount
In-wall wiring required
Easy installation on universal electric pot
Speaker can be tilted in the vertical plane
and rotated in the horizontal plane

Ceilingmount
In-wall wiring required
Speaker can be tilted in the
vertical plane and rotated in
the horizontal plane

The truth is in the details

Outstanding performance

Aluminum enclosure
The enclosure of the satellite and
the subwoofer are both completely
constructed of aluminum, making it
rigid and durable.

Kharma Composite drivers
With Kharma speakers several times being
awarded as the best in the world, we have
used the same know-how from our top
line models in the creation of a composite
cone driven midrange unit for the satellites.

System specifications
System:
Possible set-up:

Features:
Power output satellites:
Power output subwoofer:
THD + Noise:
Signal input impedance:
Frequency response:
Maximum SPL:
Preset explanation:

Accessories:
Finishes:

Active Digitally Controlled 3 way system
2.1
4.1
5.1 (additional amplification required, contact your dealer for more information)
4 presets for Digital Signal Processing
Master / slave switch subwoofer*
2 x 120 Watts with 1% THD
1 x 180 Watts with 1% THD
> -90dB
100 kΩ
30Hz - 20KHz
109dB (+ 3dB with 4 Satellites)
High-end mode: Optimized for high-end performance
High-end Bass mode: Corrected for room acoustics
Event mode: Tuned for loud performances
Loop mode: Intended for 5.1 set-up
Power cord, loudspeaker cable of 3m and 6m
Butterfly Grey, Piano White or Diamond Black

* Set-up can easily be expanded with a second subwoofer by plugging in the second subwoofer on the first and switching to slave mode.
For more information: www.kharma-butterfly.com
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